AGENDA
ACI-ASCE Committee 423 - Prestressed Concrete
ACI Spring 2011 Convention
Tampa, FL
Monday, April 4, 2011
8:30am-12:30pm
Westin Tampa Harbour Island, O'Knight

1. Welcome Members and Guests
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Approval of Fall 2010 minutes
4. Membership
5. Task Groups
   Shear in Prestressed Concrete Members (423/445 joint task group) Roberts-Wollmann
   Prestressing Strand Bond and Development Russell
   Sustainability and Prestressed Concrete Gupta
6. Document Status
   Guide to Estimating Prestress Losses (423.ZR) Roberts-Wollman, Dolan
   Specification for Unbonded Single-Strand Tendon Materials Rogers
   and Commentary (423.7-07)
   Corrosion and Repair of Unbonded Single Strand Tendons Moore
   (423.4R-98) Ballot
7. Updates from related committees
   318 Reorganization Dolan
   318G Hamilton
   301 Neff
8. Conference Sessions
   Achieving Sustainability through Prestressed Concrete" Hale
9. Reports from related groups/organizations PCI, PTI, PCA, ASBI, Others.
10. Other New Business
11. Adjourn – Next Meeting October 17, 2011, Cincinnati, OH